This paper proposed a unified ranking scheme for effective video retrieval. High level visual concepts and low level features are regarded as a joint fact of document relevance and their importance are weighted according to the appearance number in query examples. The BM25 model from text retrieval is then employed to rank video document similarity. Three related problems are addressed: (1) how to extract discrete labels from continuous low level features; (2) how to represent a query from multiple query examples, i.e. many key frames; and (3) how to rank high level concepts and low level features simultaneously. TRECVid 2006 video collection and its 24 content-based query topics are used for evaluation.
INTRODUCTION
Driven by the bloom of multimedia devices and applications, content-based video retrieval has attracted great interest due to its commercial value in the market. A widely variety of retrieval systems have been developed recently [4] [5] [22] [23] . These works could be categorised into two groups according to query styles, namely query-by-keywords and query-by-examples. A system of query-by-keywords gathers text metadata, such as transcribed speech [2] and file name/closed caption [6] . The document similarity is therefore estimated by ranking the appearance frequency of key words in text metadata [26] . This results in a disappointing performance, since the visual content is discarded or not used properly. Additionally, query-by-keywords becomes more difficult when video documents originates from nonEnglish speaking nations, e.g. China. This is because automatic speech recognition (ASR) and character recognition (OCR) can hardly achieve in such a case [23] . In contrast to query-by-keywords, query-by-examples emphasises the similarity of visual contents. Various low level features are employed, such as colour, texture, edge density and shape [4] . However, these low level features can hardly represent high level video semantics well due to the semantic gap. This indicates that query-by-example retrieval techniques are not so effective in fulfilling the user's needs [21] [22] . It is confusing for users to think about low level visual similarity when retrieval.
A possible solution is to narrow the semantic gap by automatically detecting semantic concepts in video archives. Cees et al. [23] yielded a lexicon of 101 visual concepts, including human, bicycles, in/out-door and city/landscape. The authors employed these concepts in query-by-example video retrieval and claimed that (1) semantic concepts were effective and efficient in content-based video retrieval and (2) a large concept lexicon was decisive to retrieval performance. Later, some large lexicons of visual concepts were developed and showed a good performance in broadcasting news video retrieval [8] . However, this new approach also introduces many challenges in current retrieval techniques. The availability of visual concepts relies on the effectiveness of related detectors. The detection precision of some complex concepts, such as building, explosion, map and mountain, is below 0.3 [23] . This indicates that a Boolean matching of these concepts may lead to a fault decision at a high probability 1 , thus robust matching algorithm should be considered to improve the retrieval performance. Moreover, too many concepts significantly increase the difficulty and the cost in the development of concept detectors. A small and reliable concept set might out-perform a large but incredible visual lexicon in content-based video retrieval. Nevertheless, most works divide the query process into two stages: visual similarity ranking and concept filtering [22] [23] [8] , because of the various feature nature. Visual similarity ranking computes the distances between low level features and thus decides the candidate list of video documents. Concept filtering excludes or includes some candidate documents according to the availability of given concepts [8] [22] . This results in extra computational complexity as well as an imbalance weighting between low level features and visual concepts. As we have mentioned, a too high authority is given to visual concepts, although their credit is low.
To alleviate above problems, we propose a triple-hold solution: (1) a small collection of general visual concepts; (2) an accumulated query/document representation; and (3) a mixed video document ranking scheme. A small concept collection eases the detection as well as promises an acceptable precision. We favour general concepts, such as human, vehicle and landscape rather than specific ones, e.g. superman, because a general concept is so popular in videos that a condense concept vector will be created for video representation. Such a representation will facilitate concept weighting and document ranking in the retrieval. In addition, visual concepts are not the only information resource in our framework. An accumulated representation utilises the significant advantage of video retrieval, the availability of multiple query examples. Note that a video clip can supply several key frames if necessary. Yan et al. [26] argued that multiple query examples effectively mitigated "word mismatch" and helped the formulation of a good query. We therefore develop an accumulated document representation which gathers characters of multiple query examples or key frames to denote a query. This solution involves three steps: (1) project continuous low-level features into a set of discrete variants which are called as low-level feature terms or feature terms; (2) develop a statistic on feature term and visual concept appearances to present a query; and (3) employ a unified ranking function to estimate document similarity. The intuition of this work originates from the wide usage of histogram based features and the successful text retrieval approaches. On one hand, a histogram is a projection from a continuously distributed feature to a limited number of labels (histogram bins). The effectiveness of a histogram feature, such as colour histogram and edge histogram, in the application of media processing and media retrieval, indicates that such a small set of labels is not only efficient but also effective for media data presentation. It is reasonable to assume this representation will not lose too much information for video retrieval. On the other hand, term frequency is the prominent feature for text information retrieval as well as an accumulated representation of term appearances in sentences [14] . Given the successful story of text retrieval, it makes sense to introduce a similar data representation into video retrieval. Hence, we proposed a low level feature term frequency or feature term frequency based on the appearance of feature terms in a media document. The highlights of this new approach are: (1) a general efficient representation which aggregates low level features from multiple samples; (2) an efficient framework for document similarity measurement in high-dimension feature space, i.e. ranking functions. In addition, this representation makes it possible to explore the behaviour of text retrieval models in the application of MIR, which has not been reported in literature before.
The remains of this paper are organised as follows. Section 2 brings a brief overview about the literature of term selection and visual concept employment in content based video retrieval. The criteria of low level feature selection are presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduce the extraction of a general visual concept collection. The accumulation representation and mixed ranking function is stated in Section 5. TRECVid 2006 collection and its 24 content-based query topics are employed to evaluate the mixed ranking scheme. The experimental results are found in Section 6. Section 7 is conclusion and discussion.
RELATED WORK
Ranking function and document representation are closely associated aspects in the retrieval model. A proper selected document representation facilitates the definition of a ranking function and therefore leads to an efficient and effective retrieval model, e.g. text term frequency for text information retrieval. A vast amount of literature have been developed in text retrieval around how to justify a good document representation and how to develop related retrieval approaches. In the paper, we limit our scope in the scheme of term selection and the employment of high level visual concepts. The extraction of low-level feature terms is a projection from a continuous feature space onto a set of discrete labels. A feature term denotes a range interval as a histogram bin does. Moreover, we want to use them in retrieval and thus wish these feature terms could show a similar behaviour as a text term does in text domain. In short, low-level feature terms should follow the similar distribution as a text term does in a text document collection. Text term distribution has been well discussed as an important hypothesis for the justification of text retrieval models [1] . Zhai et al. [28] supposed that the retrieval is a statistical decision problem based on the variance of term distributions in both document collection and a query. Many hypothesis have been proposed to simulate a general term distribution. Harter et al. [7] asserted that a term should follow a 2-Poisson distribution, since term appearance is a Boolean random with a low average arrival rate. This model was extended by Margulis et al. [13] who tested N-Poisson distributions. The authors supposed that N-Poisson might have provided a more precise estimation than 2-Poisson hypothesis if a term actually followed a Poisson-like distribution. Several class numbers from two to seven were evaluated on real document collections, although an optimised solution was actually achieved in experiments. Amati et al. [1] simulated a retrieval process by a Bernoulli distribution and suggested a uniform term distribution. The authors argued that the joint probability of multiple terms was so small that a simple uniform distribution was good enough for the term distribution modelling. Their work was evaluated by the Terrier system, a successful retrieval engine in the TREC competition [18] .
In video retrieval, several approaches have been discussed to extract term-like media features or visual words [23] . However, most of these works are based on high-level concepts, such as human face, visual objects and indoor/outdoor [27] , rather than low-level features. This is because a high-level concept is similar to a text word in many aspects. Both of them can be easily assigned with some semantics and their appearance is a Boolean. The employment of high-level concepts in content-based retrieval can be roughly categorised into two classes, content modelling and knowledge based reasoning (ontology). Content modelling is a decision making on document acceptance according to the concept availability in documents. This can be regarded as a Boolean retrieval model [22] . Ontology created a probability graph between different lexicon items or concepts [10] . The retrieval process can be regarded as a maximisation of joint probability between concepts or a reasoning on a limited knowledge base. In a more general sense, ontology is a logic based retrieval model. However, the drawback of high-level features is obvious: their reliability is contingent on document domain and the availability of systematic knowledge. Note that successful text retrieval models only use term frequency, a simple statistic of term appearance. This indicates that a joint appearance counting can represent documents well, although a direct iteration of meaning is useful.
Both Poisson and uniform distribution hypothesis are widely accepted in term distribution modelling. In this paper, we prefer uniform distribution because of the computational efficiency. Therefore, an optimised low level feature term should: (1) be of Boolean value; (2) be uniformly distributed across a document collection at a low average probability; and (3) denotes some contents if possible. Additionally, our work can be easily improved to take Poisson hypothesis on term distribution.
FEATURE TERM EXTRACTION
The extraction of a low-level feature term is a transformation from a multiple valued variable to a Boolean vector. This process can be symbolised as a function f : {0, 1, . . . , K} n → {0, 1, . . . , M }, where K denotes the feature value range, M the possible term number and n the number of feature dimensions. For convenience, we use the one-dimensional case where n = 1. This simplification is acceptable on the assumption that dimensions in a low-level feature space are independent. The feature term extraction for a 1-D feature therefore becomesf :
The feature term frequency tfi is the times that samples fall into a given range interval or hold a given feature term T i .
where di is a subset of document collection D, whose feature value f (d i ) is in the interval of T i . The probability that a term T i appears will be,
where M is the number of possible terms.
Obviously,
Several mathematical solutions are available to accomplish this projection, such as the Fourier transform [11] . A criterion is thus necessary to justify the optimised solution. The hypothesis of uniform term distribution [1] leads to three criteria, namely χ 2 test, maximum entropy and AC-DC rate. These criteria judge a selection of feature terms in a document collection by the similarity of its term frequency distribution to a uniform distribution.
χ
Therefore, the criterion for an optimised solution is,
Maximum Entropy
Another possible criterion is to measure the information gain brought by a term frequency distribution. The overall entropy for a given feature-term projection is
A high entropy measurement I entropy indicates a good term selection. To reduce the effect of term set size on entropy calculation, we improve Equation 5 as:
Therefore, the criterion of overall entropy is defined as Equation 7.
Note that a uniform distribution will maximise this measurement. 
AC-DC rate
The DC parameter denotes the average of a signal sequence and the first AC parameter refers to the strongest deviation from the average. The rate of DC-AC (Equation 10) therefore is able to measure the bias of a term frequency sequence from the average.
Since we take the hypothesis of uniform distribution, we prefer a low AC/DC measurement R AC/DC .
Note that the AC parameter of a uniform distribution reaches the minimum as zero. , maximum entropy and AC/DC criterion, respectively. These figures show the reasonability of given criteria. The χ 2 criterion value reaches the global minimum in the interval [3, 7] and then monotonically increases. The entropy criterion value increases at first and then quickly drops with the increase of term number. More details about term selections on other features will be found in Section 6.
VISUAL CONCEPT SELECTION
A small collection of general concepts are employed in this work, involving human, vehicle, building and nature. We use key frames from TRECVid 2005 collection to train SVM based detectors and keep TRECVid 2006 collection for evaluation. This could prove the effectiveness of concept detectors.
Spatial Features for Concept Detection
Images can be recognised in various ways from different aspects, such as from the scene and from the content. A number of existing works [24] , [17] have stated that the most efficient way for human being to identify an image is from coarse to fine, which means the coarse scene information is firstly obtained by the human visual perception to understand the general concept of the image, then details of the image is acquired from the low-level descriptors such as color, texture and edge to help brain fully understand the contents in the image. Different images can be classified into different scene concept groups based on their coarse scene information [17] . In addition, scenes in the same group should have a similar global aspect, a similar global structure or similar elements. For instance, images of man-made scenes are characterized by geometry vertical and horizontal structure: urban outdoor scenes will have more vertical edges, with less in indoor scenes. Open natural scenes are characterized by a horizon line, and closed natural scenes contain a large amount of texture and boundary elements (such as mountains, trees) [20] .
Considering the possibility of extracting concept information via scene characters, global structure features estimated from frequency domain using Gabor filter [15] is applied for classification. The Gabor filter is a linear filter whose impulse response is defined by a harmonic function multiplied by a Gaussian function [24] . Because of the multiplicationconvolution property (Convolution theorem), the Fourier transform of a Gabor filter's impulse response is the convolution of the Fourier transform of the harmonic function [24] and the Fourier transform of the Gaussian function [3] . The equation can be given as follow:
(12) where x = x cos θ + y sin θ and y = −x sin θ + y cos θ; λ denotes the wave length of the cosine factor, θ the orientation of the normal to the parallel stripes of a Gabor function, χ the phase offset, and γ is the spatial aspect ratio which specifies the ellipticity of the Gabor function. Given the query image and image collection set, the problem becomes how to find the concept label for each image. There are many possible methods which may be used, including decision tree learning [19] , support vector machine (SVM) [12] , and Bayesian learning, etc. For the purposes of our approach we consider SVM to be the most appropriate as it has a high generalisation performance without the need for any prior knowledge of the dataset, even when the dimension of the input space is high.
SVM-based Concept Detector Training
We begin by using the sets of training images from each concept to train the SVM for obtaining the concept properties of each category using the extracted spatial vectors. For every image inside the TrecVid 2006 collection, the SVM finds the distance between the image and the hyperplane of each concept, and the hyperplane with minimum distance will be regarded as a relevant concept for the image to be defined in. After looping though all the remaining images in the collection, all the images are labelled with certain concept and an index file with image name and which concept it belongs to was created.
MIXED RANKING SCHEME
Low level feature terms and visual concepts are combined together in order to create an accumulated representation of a query. This means that we project all feature terms from different examples onto one feature vector and use such a vector to present a query. The weight of the feature term is decided by its appearance number in the query examples (query model) or the distribution in the video collection (document model). Then the BM25 model is used to rank the video similarities. The details of this mixed ranking scheme are found in the following sections.
Document Representation
Let V = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n } be the vocabulary set, involving low level feature terms and high level concepts. A media document d is presented by a Boolean vector of vocabulary availability.
where
A query Q containing multiple examples d can be described as a frequency vector of term appearances in examples. This also indicates a term weighting strategy which assigns a heavy weight to terms having high appearance frequency. Moreover, the weight of a high level concept in the ranking scheme is decided by the concept distribution in the video collection as well as the concept appearance number in the query examples.
BM25 Ranking Function
The mixed ranking function is based on BM25 model. We wish the knowledge from text retrieval could help the work in multimedia data. Note that a low level feature term appears once in a key frame. The low level feature term frequency tf w,D is a binary vector the same as I w,D . The part of term frequency adjustment T Fw,D is therefore simplified as,
where k 1 = 2, b = 0.5. The relevance status value is thus defined by Equation 15 .
where C(w, Q) is the appearance count of a term w in the query example set and IDF (w) the adjustment from inverse document frequency (Equation 16 ).
IDF (w) = log N − n(w) + 0.5 n(w) + 0.5 (16) where N is the document number in the collection and n(w) is the number of documents with the low level feature term w.
EXPERIMENTS
The TRECVid 2006 collection is employed to evaluate. Four MPEG-7 low level features are extracted by AceToolBox [16] , including colour layout (12 dims), dominant colour (7 dims), edge histogram (88 dims) and homogeneous texture (53 dims). The number of feature terms used for retrieval is the sum of term number on all feature dimensions.
The number of optimised feature term is various under different criteria. To test the effectiveness of the concept detection, we evaluate concept detectors to count relevant key frames for each query topic and check whether the distribution of relevant key frames is in line with such a concept. Table 3 shows the detected concepts in related key frames for each TRECVid 2006 topic. Similar to Table 3 , Table 4 shows the distribution of detected concepts in query examples. Concept distributions in query and document collection are roughly matched. This indicates that these concepts are effective in the query presentation.
We take the direct comparison between low-level features as baseline, in which documents are ranked by feature distance to the query example set [9] . Moreover, a simple concept modelling which excludes documents without the most signification concept in query examples, is developed to show the effectiveness of our mixed ranking scheme. According to the [25] , Top 1000 shots are returned as results and judged by TRECVid evaluation tool. Table  5 shows the number of correct query results (Num-rel-ret) when only the low-level feature edge histogram is used. The feature term selection criterion of minimised ACDC reaches the best performance of all, although the performance of the other two criteria, maximised entropy and minimised χ 2 , are not so good as expected. We suppose this is due to the few feature terms produced under maximised entropy and minimised χ 2 . When more low-level features are used, the performance of these criteria will improve.
Baseline
Term Selection Criterion Direct Concept Entropy ACDC χ Given the complexity in the evaluation of low-level feature combination, we only test the mixed ranking scheme in the case of one low-level feature. Therefore, the minimised ACDC criterion is used for feature term selection in the following experiments. Figure 4 and 5 show the number of relevant shots retrieved by colour layout and homogeneous texture, respectively. In both cases, the mixed ranking scheme significantly improves the retrieval performance of direct comparison and the exclusive concept modelling.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The major contribution of this paper is the exploration of a mixed ranking scheme which combines visual concepts and low level features under traditional retrieval framework. A low level feature term generation approach is proposed for (3) how to employ high level concepts and low level features simultaneously in the document ranking. The projection from continuous low level features to discrete term-like variants is an important step towards an efficient video retrieval model. We assume that the background knowledge from a video collection is of great importance for a retrieval: (1) the feature distribution in a document collection will hint what feature will be effective for a query topic; (2) the feature distribution difference between query samples and video collection can represent the query topic more accurate than a feature clustering among samples. Moreover, our approach will make it possible to employ well developed text retrieval models, such as BM25, in the application of video retrieval. In addition, these retrieval models are domain independent, which will lead to an efficient multimedia retrieval framework while avoids the computational expensive training process.
The text-based RSV ranking function (Equation 15) are extended to visual similarity measurement. We use this function to compare the similarity between long visual shots. It is interesting to investigate the effectiveness of shot-based video retrieval in the future work. We accumulate visual features of all frames in a shot to denote shot contents rather than those from limited key frames. It is reasonable to assume such a shot based query representation is more precisely and robustly than key frame based representation.
The hypothesis of an optimised uniform term distribution results in three different term selection criteria, namely maximum entropy, minimum χ 2 test and minimum ACDC. Maximum entropy has a well developed information theory background, but minimum χ 2 and minimum ACDC are observations on random variants. However, the criterion of minimised ACDC has the best performance. We wander whether the modelling of contents by low level features is a random process. A similar argument was found in [1] during text document modelling.
